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Can Social News Websites Pay for Content and Curation? The SteemIt 
Cryptocurrency Model1 

Mike Thelwall, University of Wolverhampton, UK. 
Abstract 
SteemIt is a Reddit-like social news site that pays members for posting and curating content. 
It uses micropayments backed by a tradeable currency, exploiting the Bitcoin 
cryptocurrency generation model to finance content provision in conjunction with 
advertising. If successful, this paradigm might change the way in which volunteer-based 
sites operate. This paper investigates 925,092 new members’ first posts for insights into 
what drives financial success in the site. Initial blog posts on average received $0.01, 
although the maximum accrued was $20,680.83. Longer, more sentiment-rich or more 
positive comments with personal information received the greatest financial reward in 
contrast to more informational or topical content. Thus, there is a clear financial value in 
starting with a friendly introduction rather than immediately attempting to provide useful 
content, despite the latter being the ultimate site goal. Follow-up posts also tended to be 
more successful when more personal, suggesting that interpersonal communication rather 
than quality content provision has driven the site so far. It remains to be seen whether the 
model of small typical rewards and the possibility that a post might generate substantially 
more are enough to incentivise long term participation or a greater focus on informational 
posts in the long term.  
Keywords: News websites; SteemIt; Reddit; Cryptocurrency; social web. 

Introduction 
The web has hosted many new types of online community, from Instagram to Facebook. 
Most are free to join, with the site owners generating revenue by selling data and 
advertising. Participation may be encouraged by the affordances of a site, belief in its goal 
or the value of contributing to its community (social capital) or by reputation-based non-
financial rewards. The SteemIt blog-based social news website goes further by allowing 
participants to receive micropayments for generating content [1]. Members also receive 
payments for identifying (upvoting) popular content when it is first posted. Although this is 
a relatively new website with under two hundred thousand members in July 2017 (the 
word’s 2,187th most popular website according to Alexa in October 2017, with users mainly 
from the USA: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/steemit.com), its innovative model of 
micropayment for content provision backed by a cryptocurrency may become more 
widespread in the future, if successful in SteemIt. The design goals and affordances of any 
new system do not determine how it is used because usage cultures [2] including network 
interactions (e.g., [3,4]) can emerge that adapt them in unexpected ways. For example, 
Reddit’s features have been argued to accidentally facilitate toxic technocultures [5].  Thus, 
the usage of SteemIt must be investigated to assess the impact of its micropayment model. 
 SteemIt uses a cryptocurrency, Steem, that differs from the internal currencies of 
other online communities, such as Second Life’s Linden Dollars [6], by being externally 
tradable. The core of SteemIt is a set of posts created by users. Authors of blog posts, 
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comments and replies that are upvoted (i.e., voted for) by other users receive Steem Dollars 
(i.e., Steem, but expressed as the U.S. dollar equivalent) according to a formula involving the 
number of voters, the “Steem Power” of these voters and the current U.S. dollar/Steem 
exchange rate [7]. The Steem Dollar rewards can be converted into offline currencies or 
other cryptocurrencies through currency exchanges. The Steem reward does not cost the 
voter because it is taken from the SteemIt platform from a central pool [8] and regenerates 
over time from new centrally-created Steem. Moreover, the first upvoters of content that 
subsequently receives many upvotes also receive a share of the Steem Dollars as the 
content “curators” that originally judged it worthy. Users who monitor content and 
successfully identify future high value posts therefore get paid for this librarian-like function, 
although only the original poster can categorise the content. Thus, SteemIt is like Reddit 
except the two key functions – finding and creating content – may be financially rewarded. 
At the technical level SteemIt posts and user information are stored in a decentralised 
blockchain model. There are two other ways of receiving Steem: exchanging it for another 
currency or mining it following the bitcoin cryptocurrency model. 

The origin of the externally tradeable value of Steem is the first investment from the 
SteemIt founders. As with BitCoin, the value of each coin theoretically decreases over time 
as new currency is generated (i.e., as supply increases), but can increase if users find the 
currency useful or wish to speculate on its future value. It can also be added to by 
advertising revenue from promoted content [9,10]. Thus, increases in the value of Steem 
derive from a combination of advertising and currency trading or investments from SteemIt 
users, currency traders, or others that find other uses for Steem. If new users or advertisers 
continue to invest in Steem at the same or greater rate than the currency is generated, then 
there will be no problems. People might buy Steem for speculation purposes if they believe 
that its value will increase compared to the U.S. Dollar through others investing in it. If this 
happens then they can convert their Steem back to U.S. Dollars at a profit. People can also 
invest in Steem to buy Steem Power, which gives them a longer-term stake in SteemIt [11]. 
If new users and advertisers stop investing in Steem or existing users withdraw their money 
faster than new users add it then the value of Steem will decrease so that the newest 
investors will lose most of their money. This is an open Ponzi-like characteristic, and is liable 
to “pump and dump” investment strategies [12], but the same core model has worked for 
BitCoin for a long time. SteemIt is protected against internal software-based Ponzi schemes 
that work on Ethereum [13] by design (only users can own money and not 
software/wallets). In the final analysis, the ability of SteemIt to reward users for content 
generation and curation is dependent upon the prevailing financial belief about the likely 
future exchange value of Steem. 

SteemIt’s underlying cryptocurrency Steem follows the (so far) successful model of 
BitCoin through being a blockchain based online currency not backed by governments or 
commodities [14,15]. The blockchain model secures against hacking by keeping multiple 
records of transactions and ensuring that the computational power required to hack the 
currency is prohibitive. Cryptocurrencies are not well understood from an economic 
perspective because the influence of supply and demand has varied over time for BitCoin 
[16]. 
 Only one previously published academic paper has reported any analysis of SteemIt: 
a discussion of software bugs in eight blockchain systems [17]. There is no academic 
information about site users. This paper investigates SteemIt from the perspective of 
members’ key first step, posting content to the site, to assess what types of content are 
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valued and which initial posting strategies are the most successful. The aim is to use this as a 
lever to get insights into how the system works in practice. A secondary goal is to assess the 
types of post that are considered valuable after the first post. Although it would be possible 
to analyse all content in the system at once, it is useful to analyse first posts separately. This 
is because the value of subsequent posts will be partly determined by the size and influence 
of the poster’s following, which itself will be partly due to the success of the first post. Thus, 
first posts form a more transparent data set to analyse. The main goals of the paper are 
therefore to discover factors that influence the financial value of a member’s first SteemIt 
post, differentiating them from factors influencing subsequent posts. The goals concern 
posting rather than other actions in the site (friend networks, offline behaviour, user 
perceptions and motivations). This is an appropriate starting point because rewarding 
content creation is at the heart of SteemIt. 

Background 
Despite the apparent importance of initial steps in a new community, there do not seem to 
have been any empirical analyses of the first steps taken by users in any online social 
network. There is knowledge about who joins social networks and the depth of the 
relationships that are created [18], and recommendations for early actions [19] but little 
data about initial strategies. Perhaps the closest is an analysis of Facebook that detected 
behaviours associating with success in ongoing usage of the site. The key feature is the need 
for ongoing active communication, but falling short of what might be considered excessive 
communication and friending [20]. Facebook is rarely used to meet new people, probably 
unlike SteemIt, but is used to communicate with pre-existing friends and to strengthen ties 
with acquaintances [21]. Thus, Facebook behaviour might not be a suitable guide for 
SteemIt. The remainder of this review focuses on relevant online social network research. 

Online social network dynamics 

The creation of friend/follower networks in SteemIt is likely to be important for voting 
patterns. It is therefore useful to review what is known about online networks in other sites. 
There are many different types of online network and their dynamics are often emergent 
from interactions between users rather than transparent from their purpose and 
affordances. For example, Wikipedia editors implicitly or explicitly collaborate to create high 
quality content without remuneration. This leads to some counterintuitive effects, such as 
community stability not being helpful for content quality [22]. A contrasting example is 
World of Warcraft. Despite being an online game, users commonly formed strong online 
friendships partly by escaping their offline identities in roleplay [23]. 

Online social network members often connect to others that are like themselves or 
have shared interests [24,25]. On some sites, members may spend a substantial fraction of 
their time browsing the pages of their connections [26], suggesting that connections are 
important information sources. This explains why information spreads more easily from 
highly connected users or from people that are otherwise in good network positions [27]. 
Although social networks can grow in different ways, one successful model is motivated 
evangelism, where existing members get benefits from recruiting new ones [28]. This 
matches SteemIt on the assumption that a member’s followers are more likely to upvote 
their content.  

The typical membership of a social web site is likely to change over time (e.g., [29]). 
As with any new technology, the first users are likely to be different from others through 
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being “innovators” or “early adopters” [30] and may also have a different success rate. 
Higher success may be due to their characteristics or because early adopters have longer to 
build social capital within a site and may be aided in this by their early joiner status. 

Online knowledge sharing and social capital 

Many online networks involve an element of knowledge sharing. In the absence of direct 
financial rewards, users can share knowledge to accumulate collective social capital (i.e., 
increasing the collective expectation of future help from others: [31]). They may be driven 
by personal goals, hoping that the system will eventually reward them, or more community-
related goals, wanting to improve the community as a public good. They may also support 
(e.g., upvote) individuals within a knowledge sharing community in the expectation that the 
individual would be more likely to support them in return [32]. For example, most Reddit 
upvotes are from users that have not read the post [33], so these may be motivated by prior 
knowledge of the poster if they are not based solely on the post title. 

In addition to social capital, pleasure may also be a motivating factor. In the domain 
of tourism, people tend to join information sharing online communities to satisfy 
information needs, but are also motivated by enjoyment and the satisfaction of being part 
of a community [34].  

Yahoo! Answers is another type of online knowledge sharing community and is 
based on answering questions. This site allows users to post questions in the hope that 
other members will answer them. The original question posters can then flag appropriate 
answers [35]. There is no financial incentive to participate but users get public recognition 
through a virtual reward system. Participants to the similar site AnswerBag.com included 
topic specialists and people that would gather and cite evidence to produce comprehensive 
answers [36]. These confirm that financial incentives are not always necessary for content 
creation and curation, but that recognition may be sufficient. 

Financial incentives for information sharing will not necessarily work. Motivation 
crowding theory argues that they can undermine intrinsic motivation and have a negative 
overall effect [37]. There is some empirical evidence that financial rewards can reduce 
intrinsic motivation to share knowledge in some online communities [38] and online in 
general [39]. 

Sites like Reddit and Wikipedia confirm that people can freely share knowledge 
without payment, but it remains to be seen whether SteemIt’s introduction of 
micropayments as a core incentive for knowledge sharing undermine this paradigm or 
whether users ignore this incentive because other factors motivate them. 

Social news sites: Reddit and Digg 

The social news website Reddit is a highly successful non-commercial model for SteemIt (9th 
most visited website according to Alexa.com in July 2017: 
http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com; see also [40]). Reddit users can contribute 
content, called “self-submissions”, or URLs. If other users see and like the post then they can 
upvote it, with the most popular being displayed on the Reddit homepage. This acts like a 
filter to get the most interesting news at the top [41]. People that provide the content or 
links are rewarded by karma points or gold “creddits”, both with no financial exchange 
value, whereas people that look through new content to upvote interesting posts (curation 
on SteemIt) are not rewarded. Although Reddit is a highly popular site of its type, relevant 
content is often ignored. For example, half of the site’s top content was initially overlooked 
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[42]. Like SteemIt, Reddit organises posts by topic (subreddits). Reddit is financed by banner 
advertising and promoted links. There are occasional tensions between users and the 
owners of the site, leading in one example to a strike, the July 2015 blackout, against an 
unpopular policy [46]. Other sites, such as Imgur, have a broadly similar organisation for 
different types of content. 

Reddit has grown dramatically in the past few years after a long period as a smaller 
community since its formation in 2005. Using Google Trends search data as a proxy for its 
popularity, its growth was slow from 2005 to 2010 but it has since grown linearly 
(https://trends.google.co.uk/trends/explore?date=all&q=reddit). During this period, the 
character of Reddit has changed with the introduction of a huge number of subreddits 
(125,662 by December 2012), an increase in the proportion of self-submissions from about 
1% of all posts in 2008 to over a third in 2012, and an increase in the proportion of images 
submitted, with multimedia (mainly images and videos) forming about half of all 
submissions at the end of 2012 [44]. SteemIt seems to be following the trajectory of Reddit 
by focusing on content rather than posting links to external sites. 

Reddit has become a significant repository of citizen journalism and has provided a 
substantial alternative source of information to the mainstream media for some events, 
such as the Boston Marathon bombing, but its coverage seems to be similar overall for 
important events [45]. It is also a source of political deliberation [46,47] and educational 
resources [48]. Some Reddit users spend substantial amounts of time interacting on the site, 
to the extent that they only give up when they are tired [49]. 

Digg.com was founded in 2004 as a social news website. It has since been 
moderately successful (Alexa rank 1990 in July 2017, 
http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/digg.com) although the digg.com website is now a news 
portal with curated main pages. A study of the former social news version of Digg found that 
the degree of interactions between users on the site was much greater in narrow topics 
than in more diverse categories [50], suggesting that member interactions are important 
but not essential. 

Other reward models 

The Stack Exchange suite of websites have a similar reward mechanism to Reddit, but with 
the goal of answering questions. Users can post and answer questions, being rewarded with 
reputation by other users for good answers [51,52]. Visible Stack Exchange rewards, such as 
reputation badges (e.g., ‘Custodian’, ‘Explainer’, ‘Curious’), are an effective non-financial 
motivation that increases average user activity [53]. The system is very successful although 
users tend not to be very careful when selecting good answers to vote for [54]. Although 
based on question answering, Stack Exchange forums generate a body of useful knowledge, 
typically focused around a topic. Its badges are a form of gamification because they 
challenge (receptive) users to carry out the tasks required to achieve them [53]. 

An alternative reward system is Flattr (a Scopus search for this term returned no 
hits). It allows users to reward sites that they like by adding them to a list to share the 
individual’s monthly Flattr payment. This content is on sites other than Flattr, however, 
differing from SteemIt. 

In summary, for all the models discussed in this section, individual users vote to 
reward good content creation. For most (except SteemIt, Flattr) the reward is intangible in 
the form of visible markers of reputation or success (high post upvotes, badges achieved) 
and the outcome is a widely useful resource. The purpose differs between news plus 
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general content (SteemIt, Digg.com, Reddit), question answering (Stack Exchange), and 
general (Flattr) sites. Of these, SteemIt is the only site backed by its own cryptocurrency. Of 
course, other cryptocurrencies may be used to reward good content on an ad-hoc basis 
(e.g., Dogecoin) but there do not seem to be other successful attempts to make this process 
systematic. 

Factors affecting the success of a post 

The likelihood of a post being successful can be predicted to some extent from its properties 
or those of its poster in some online environments. Background information on this is useful 
to give context to analyses of SteemIt. The most relevant information in most contexts is 
about the popularity and network of the poster (e.g., [55]) but this is not relevant to first 
posts. Some topics are orders of magnitude more likely to be retweeted than others [56], 
making this perhaps the most significant single content attribute for post popularity. 

The emotional state of a Twitter user affects the likelihood that they retweet [57]. 
The presence of positive or negative sentiment all associate with a slightly increased 
number of favourites [58]. The sentiment content of a tweet is also thought to be useful to 
predict retweets [59,60]. 

Longer answers in Stack Exchange are more likely to be selected as the best answer 
to a question [54] and longer tweets are slightly more likely to be favourited [58]. The 
relationship between tweet length and retweeting is more complex, however [61]. 

For news tweeted by major organisations, time of day can affect the number of 
retweets as well as the number of people receiving it at an early stage [62]. Time since 
posting impacts upvotes in Reddit and similar sites [63]. The presence of hashtags or URLs 
also associates with increased retweeting [56,61]. On Reddit, early upvotes generate a 
larger final number of upvotes [64] and so there is a degree of imitation amongst voters. 
The design of a system also impacts the posts that a user sees [65] so the findings in this 
section do not necessarily transfer to SteamIt. 

Research questions 
Guided partly by the above background and partly by the research goals, the following 
research questions drive this study. 

 RQ1: Do post length, date, sentiment and topic influence the financial value of a 
member’s first SteemIt post?  

o Post length can influence popularity, with longer posts presumably tending to 
carry more information. Nevertheless, shorter posts may embed images or 
videos. 

o First post date is important because early users may be a different type of 
person (e.g., an “innovator” or “early adopter”: Rogers, 2010) than later 
members. This seems particularly relevant to a reward-based site. 

o Sentiment is known to affect the success of users and posts in the social web. 
o Post topic influences social web popularity and is an obvious angle to 

investigate given that SteemIt users can post about anything. 

 RQ2: Do different factors influence the financial value of members’ subsequent 
SteemIt posts? 

Social capital features are noticeably missing from the research questions because of the 
focus on first posts, which will be predominantly from users starting out in the network. 
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Time of day is also not included since SteemIt is an international platform and so there is no 
baseline time to work from. 

Methods 
The research design was to extract all SteemIt comments, separate first and subsequent 
posts in the most common language, and investigate the linguistic and length properties of 
these posts quantitatively, using statistical methods where possible. A quantitative 
approach was chosen rather than a more qualitative method, such as a content analysis of a 
random sample of posts, due to the large volume of data and the difficulty in getting a 
useful random sample in the context of multiple potential topics and highly skewed reward 
amounts per post. Post date, length, sentiment and topic were selected because these are 
amenable to a quantitative analysis. Other aspects may be important but were ignored for 
the primary methods. 

The complete contribution database of SteemIt was downloaded on July 24, 2017 
directly from its public database using remote SQL access [66]. Each record includes the 
initial creation date, the number of SteemIt Dollars earned, the author’s SteemIt name, and 
the language of the post, as estimated by the SteemIt language detection algorithm. This 
step produced 4,795,805 records, comprising blog posts, comments and replies. 

A set of users’ first posts was created for an analysis of introductions. For this, the 
first contribution of each user was extracted, a total of 96,792. The 20% of first posts not in 
English were then removed to ensure a more homogeneous dataset for the analysis and 
particularly for the word frequency topic analysis, leaving 77,905. The 19,558 first 
contributions that were comments on posts or replies rather than posts were also removed, 
giving 58,347 first contributions that are English blog posts. After removing a few blank 
contributions, the final count was 58,054. This process ignores people with a first 
contribution that was a comment or reply rather than a blog post to ensure that no posts 
have a hidden advantage from the author first building up a following from commenting on 
others’ posts. 

A set of subsequent English posts was then extracted to analyse longer term 
contributions to the site. For this, all non-English posts were removed from the initial set of 
4,795,805 records, leaving 3,925,664 English blog posts and comments (82%). All 2,915,313 
comments and replies were removed, leaving 1,010,351 English blog posts. From this 
reduced set, the first English blog post of each author was removed (74,718), keeping the 
remaining 935,633 English blog posts by authors that had previously authored an English 
blog post. After deleting empty posts, this left 925,092. For authors with a first post not in 
English, this would also eliminate their first post in English. This is a conservative step to 
reduce the risk that subsequent posts had an introductory role for a different language 
community, such as through being an English translation. 
 The comments were segmented by month for most analyses to reduce the risk that 
changes over time would be conflated with other changes. 
 The average financial value of each post was plotted over time in conjunction with 
the number of posts to detect a relationship between the two. The amount of Steem Dollars 
per post was highly skewed (within-month skewness between 6 and 61 after the first 
month) and so geometric means were used instead of arithmetic means to report the 
average financial value of comments. Since there were many posts with 0 Steem Dollars, 
following standard practice, 1 was added to each value before calculating the geometric 
mean and then subtracted afterwards. Although votes could be counted instead of Steem 
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Dollars, some votes are apparently made by automated processes on a large scale and so 
vote counts can be misleading. The process that translates votes into Steem Dollars reduces 
the impact of spam-like upvoting by reducing the value of multiple upvotes from the same 
user. 
 Post length was correlated with Steem Dollars to detect an overall relationship. 
Spearman correlations were used instead of Pearson correlations because of the skewed 
nature of the data. 
 The average positive and negative sentiment strengths of posts were compared 
against the amount of Steem Dollars received to check whether there was a relationship 
between the two. Sentiment was detected using the software SentiStrength that estimates 
the strength of positive and negative sentiment in a text using a dictionary of sentiment 
terms and additional linguistic rules [67]. Its outputs are on a scale of 1 (no positive 
sentiment) to 5 (very strong positive sentiment) and -1 (no negative sentiment) to -5 (very 
strong negative sentiment). Although there are many other sentiment analysis programs 
(e.g., [68]), SentiStrength is appropriate for having proven high accuracy over many different 
types of social web text [69]. For the comparison, Steem Dollars were bucketed (e.g., 1 cent, 
2 cents, 3-4 cents, 5-8 cents, 9-16 cents) and the arithmetic mean number of dollars per 
post calculated for each one, together with a bootstrapped 95% confidence interval. 
Although the dataset is complete rather than a random sample and so confidence intervals 
are inappropriate, they are useful to delimit the likely underlying trend. This assumes that 
each post is a randomly selected post from the theoretically infinite space of posts that 
could plausibly have been written (i.e., an apparent population [70]). 

High and low value topics were detected using a word frequency approach rather 
than topic modelling [71, e.g., 72] because word frequency data is more transparent and the 
key issues are not necessarily topics in the traditional sense, as evident from the results. 
Words associating with higher value posts were detected by splitting the dataset into two: 
initial posts that attracted 0-9 cents and posts that attracted 10+ cents. This cut off was 
chosen heuristically. Although 10 cents may be a very small amount of money to most 
people using the system, only 12.8% of first posts earned more and so it is large enough to 
give a useful split between more and less successful posts, without being so low as to be 
irrelevant. Chi-square tests were then conducted for each word in each post to test whether 
it occurred disproportionately often in the 0-9 cent group or in the 10+ cents group. The chi-
square test assesses the statistical significance of the difference between the two 
percentages. So, for example, if the word friend occurs in 26.5% of the posts valued at 10+ 
cents but only 15.0% of the posts valued at 0-9 cents then the chi-squared statistic tests 
how likely this outcome is if the underlying likelihood (using the apparent population idea 
again: [70]) that friend occurs in a post is independent of whether the post is worth less 
than 10 cents. 

The 20 words with the highest chi-square value for each set were analysed in more 
detail. This deeper analysis was conducted by reading a sample of posts containing the term 
and finding words associating with the combination of the term and the financial group, 
again using the chi-square test. For example, the top word for the 10+ group was SteemIt 
(chi-square 1993.2). The word that most strongly associated with SteemIt in the 10+ group 
was community (chi-square 2037.8 for SteemIt, 10+ cents), with 40.7% of posts in the 10+ 
group containing SteemIt also containing community. 
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The average value of a term (or sentiment range) was estimated by calculating the 
geometric mean value of all posts containing that term. Geometric means were again used 
due to the high level of skewing in the data. 

First post results 
The results are reported separately for each key aspect analysed. Overall, the 58,054 first 
posts attracted a geometric mean of 1.22 cents each, with a 95% confidence interval of 
(1.19, 1.26). The highest individual post value was $20,680.83 for an article about promoting 
SteemIt in South Africa2. Over four fifths of first posts (82.2%) had a value of 0 cents. 

Post date 

For most of the time the average reward earned by a first English post has been a few cents 
(Figure 1). The main exception is that the early posts from up to June 2016 attracted a 
substantially larger average reward. A secondary exception is February-March 2017. In both 
cases these exceptions were followed by rapid expansion in the system. Unless this is a 
coincidence, there are at least two plausible explanations. First, system expansion might 
generate a pool of new users to vote for existing content more rapidly than it generated 
new content to be voted for. Second, high quality content or active recruiters might attract 
new users who vote for the existing users or content. The former case suggests an 
advantage from joining the site just before it expands rapidly.  
 

 
Figure 1. The average (geometric mean) number of Steem Dollars received by users’ first 
English comments against the month in which the comment was first posted. Error bars 
show 95% confidence intervals. 

                                                      
2
 https://steemit.com/money/@steemdrive/sa-s-city-of-durban-to-be-engulfed-by-steem-the-world-to-follow 
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Length 

Longer posts tend to attract more Steem Dollars, although the relationship has decreased 
dramatically over time. It has been very low since August 2016 and is now effectively non-
existent (Figure 2). It is possible that competition from the large number of users has 
reduced the effectiveness of longer posts and that members now prefer shorter posts that 
can be read and assessed/curated more quickly. Longer posts at earlier dates presumably 
had more content and therefore either displayed more seriousness or more valuable 
information. 
 

 
Figure 2. Spearman correlation between the length of a post (number of words) and the 
number of Steem Dollars received by publication month for users’ first comments. 

Sentiment 

First blog posts in SteemIt were moderately positive (an average positive sentiment strength 
2.81, 95% CI [2.81, 2.82]) and mildly negative (average negative sentiment strength 2.42, 
95% CI [2.41, 2.43]) (Figure 3). The overall average (geometric mean) value per post is 1.22 
Steem cents. For posts with moderate or strong positive sentiment (value: 3, 4 or 5) and no 
or weak negative sentiment (value -1 or -2) the average is 1.47c, 95% CI (1.40, 1.55). In 
contrast, the average for posts with moderate or strong negative sentiment (-3, -4, or -5) 
and no or weak positive sentiment (1 or 2) the average is only 0.56c (0.49, 0.63), and for 
posts with no sentiment of any kind the average is even lower, at 0.32c (0.28, 0.36). Hence, 
exclusively positive sentiment is an advantage and exclusively negative sentiment or no 
sentiment is a disadvantage. Nevertheless, the combination of moderate or strong positive 
(3, 4 or 5) and negative sentiment (-3, -4, or -5) is an even bigger advantage, with an average 
value of 1.77c (1.68, 1.85). Such posts may be balanced arguments for a controversial topic, 
for example, containing both positive and negative points. Balanced arguments may be 
more respected and posts that are positive and enthusiastic may also be appreciated. 
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Figure 3. Average negative and positive sentiment strengths of first English posts against the 
number of Steem Dollars earned. The data is bucketed into buckets of doubling size. 

Topic 

The words associating with higher values (at least 10 cents) mainly relate to giving personal 
information, as indicated by pronouns and name. The terms community and SteemIt were 
often used in texts expressing pleasure at joining the SteemIt community or using phrases 
like, “hello SteemIt community”. The term year is typically used in self-descriptions, giving 
the year in which important events happened. This suggests that introductions are valued 
within the site. 

Although not evident in Table 1, many posts requested friendship in the site and so 
this was also examined. Perhaps surprisingly (e.g., tweets containing #followyouback tend 
not to be retweeted: [60]), posts that contain the request, “follow me” earn substantially 
above average, at 3.04c (2.62, 3.51). 
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Table 1. The 20 words that tend to occur most in first posts in English accruing at least 10 
cents compared to their frequency in posts earning 0-9 cents, as judged by the chi square 
statistic. For example, 43.7% of posts with at least 10 cents contained SteemIt, compared to 
only 20.3% of posts with 0-9 cents.  

Word 
10+ 
cents 

0-9 
cents Posts 

Chi 
square 

Average post value 
(geo. mean cents) 

SteemIt 43.7% 20.3% 13505 1993.2 3.60 (3.39, 3.82) 

my 74.1% 50.2% 30914 1486 2.06 (1.97, 2.14) 

me 58.7% 36.5% 22848 1343.7 2.33 (2.22, 2.44) 

name 35.0% 17.9% 11682 1168.3 3.06 (2.86, 3.26) 

I 82.4% 62.9% 37944 1088.6 1.75 (1.68, 1.81) 

community 26.0% 12.2% 8134 1025.3 3.64 (3.36, 3.93) 

am 45.2% 27.2% 17139 1010.1 2.44 (2.31, 2.57) 

myself 25.3% 12.3% 8108 917.1 3.38 (3.12, 3.64) 

year 44.5% 27.6% 17272 888.6 2.31 (2.24, 2.50) 

about 58.6% 40.4% 24803 875.5 2.05 (1.95, 2.14) 

love 32.4% 17.9% 11451 871.8 2.77 (2.59, 2.96 

I'm 33.4% 18.9% 12052 832 2.64 (2.48, 2.81) 

post 33.6% 19.2% 12211 814.7 2.71 (2.55, 2.89) 

here 46.5% 29.9% 18608 812.6 2.26 (2.15, 2.38) 

in 85.2% 71.1% 42303 658.5 1.56 (1.51, 1.62) 

and 92.3% 80.1% 47392 653.2 2.04 (1.93, 2.15) 

friend 26.5% 15.0% 9563 623.7 2.75 (2.56, 2.96) 

like 53.2% 38.2% 23274 611 1.94 (1.85, 2.03) 

so 58.0% 42.8% 25966 608.5 1.88 (1.80, 1.96) 

of 86.6% 73.6% 43689 593.1 1.53 (1.48, 1.58) 

 
In contrast to the high frequency words associating with increased value (Table 1), the 
words that associate with low value are much rarer and with varied reasons (Table 2). 
Common themes in the table include giving diet advice or a recipe, discussing 
cryptocurrency issues, such as trading or competitors, or religion, sports and news. The 
generic term sport [2.31 cents (1.94, 2.72)] has an above average value, but mostly due to 
its inclusion in descriptions of the types of sport that the member enjoys playing or 
watching. Similarly, the general term religion [1.35c (1.04, 1.70)] has above average value, 
mostly from use in self-descriptions or abstract discussions covering issues such as problems 
caused by religion, tolerance of religious beliefs or differences between religions. 
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Table 2. The 20 words that tend to occur most in first posts in English accruing under 10 
cents compared to their frequency in posts earning 10+ cents, as judged by the chi square 
statistic. 

Word 
0-9 
cents 

10+ 
cents Posts 

Chi 
square Comment and average cent value (95% CI) 

percent 1.4% 0.8% 750 14 Financial and SteemIt news 0.10 (0.10, 0.10) 

carbohydrate 0.2% 0.0% 113 12.4 Diet advice 0.08 (0.01, 0.16) 

segment 0.4% 0.1% 221 12.2 Financial or consumer news 0.12 (0.06, 0.19) 

president 1.8% 1.2% 991 11.2 Discussion of U.S. elections 0.10 (0.10, 0.10) 

Christ 0.5% 0.2% 271 10.4 Religious introduction or sermon 0.12 (0.06, 0.18) 

accs 0.1% 0.0% 69 10.2 Selling fake SteemIt bot votes 0.12 (0.06 0.18) 

suspected 0.2% 0.1% 128 9.1 News about crime or illness 0.10 (0.02, 0.18) 

according 4.3% 3.6% 2461 8.9 Various news reports 0.10 (0.09, 0.12) 

trump 1.4% 1.0% 775 8.7 Discussion of U.S. elections 0.10 (0.09, 0.12) 

reduced 0.8% 0.5% 437 8.2 Various news reports 0.10 (0.09, 0.12) 

victory 0.6% 0.3% 318 7.9 U.S. election result 0.08 (0.03, 0.12) 

NFL 0.2% 0.1% 119 7.9 NFL preseason news 0.02 (0.00, 0.05) 

calories 0.4% 0.2% 227 7.8 Diet advice 0.07 (0.02, 0.11) 

fatty 0.2% 0.0% 92 7.5 Diet advice about fatty acids 0.09 (0.01, 0.18) 

Ronaldo 0.1% 0.0% 51 7.5 News about footballer 0.08 (0.00, 0.20) 

Nigerian 0.3% 0.1% 149 7.4 Nigerian news 0.08 (0.00, 0.20) 

mankind 0.6% 0.3% 302 7.3 Environment or religion discussions 0.08 (0.00, 0.20) 

price 7.0% 6.1% 3989 7.3 Currency trading and financial news 0.10 (0.09, 0.11) 

depart 0.1% 0.0% 64 7.3 Bible and stories 0.11 (0.00, 0.25) 

ICO 1.4% 1.0% 806 7.2 New cryptocurrency sale 0.11 (0.00, 0.25) 

wireless 0.2% 0.1% 124 7.1 Communication technology news 0.05 (0.00, 0.11) 

Subsequent post results 
Excluding first English posts, the 925,092 non-empty subsequent posts in English earned an 
average of 2.01 cents each, with a 95% confidence interval of (1.99, 2.02). The highest 
individual post value was $44,529.19, an article from July 27, 2016 about the first graphical 
user interface for SteemIt3. The higher value of subsequent posts compared to first post 
may be due to successful users being more active or subsequent posts attracting votes from 
followers of the author accumulated from earlier posts. Just under four fifths of subsequent 
English posts (78.2%) earned nothing. 

Post date 

The average reward earned by subsequent English posts is slightly more than for first posts 
overall, except in the early months (Figure 4). The overall reward pattern is broadly like that 
for first posts (Figure 1).  
 

                                                      
3
 https://steemit.com/piston/@xeroc/piston-web-first-open-source-steem-gui---searching-for-alpha-testers 
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Figure 4. The average (geometric mean) number of Steem Dollars received by users’ English 
comments after their initial post against the month in which the comment was first posted. 
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. 

Length 

Longer posts tend to attract more Steem Dollars, although the relationship may be 
decreasing over time (Figure 5). The correlations are low to moderate, so post length has a 
small but non-negligible influence on the number of Steem Dollars earned. This influence is 
slightly stronger overall than for first posts. 
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Figure 5. Spearman correlation between the length of a subsequent English post (number of 
words) and the number of Steem Dollars received by publication month for users’ first 
comments. 

Sentiment 

Subsequent blog posts in SteemIt were mildly positive (an average positive sentiment 
strength 2.37, 95% CI [2.37, 2.37]) and mildly negative (average negative sentiment strength 
1.61, 95% CI [1.60, 1.61]). Both positive and negative sentiment were weaker than for first 
posts, especially for posts earning little money (Figure 6). For posts with moderate or strong 
positive sentiment (value: 3, 4 or 5) and no or weak negative sentiment (value -1 or -2) the 
average value 0.35c, 95% CI (0.35, 0.36) is below that for all comments (0.42c). In contrast, 
the average for posts with moderate or strong negative sentiment (-3, -4, or -5) and no or 
weak positive sentiment (1 or 2) the average is higher 0.41c (0.41, 0.42) and about the same 
as the all-posts average, and for posts with no sentiment of any kind the average is low at 
0.17c (0.17, 0.17). Hence, exclusively positive sentiment is a disadvantage for subsequent 
posts and exclusively negative sentiment or no sentiment is a disadvantage. Nevertheless, 
the combination of moderate or strong positive (3, 4 or 5) and negative sentiment (-3, -4, or 
-5) is a big advantage, with an average value of 2.40c (2.38, 2.43). 
 Thus, the importance of combining positive and negative sentiment is the same for 
first and subsequent posts, only first posts benefit from focusing on positive sentiment. 
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Figure 6. Average negative and positive sentiment strengths of subsequent English posts 
against the number of Steem Dollars earned. The data is bucketed into buckets of doubling 
size. 

Topic 

The words associating with higher value (at least 10 cents) subsequent posts tend to be 
function words (Table 3). This suggests that post length is more statistically important than 
post topic for subsequent English posts. The exceptions are SteemIt and personal pronouns 
(I, my, me, you), partly reflecting the trend for first English posts (Table 1). 
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Table 3. The 20 words that tend to occur most in subsequent English posts accruing at least 
10 cents compared to their frequency in posts earning 0-9 cents, as judged by the chi square 
statistic.  

Word 
0-9 
cents 

10+ 
cents Posts 

Chi 
square 

Average post value 
(geo. mean cents) 

I 72.0% 50.2% 498365 25016.3 1.75 (1.68, 1.81) 

my 58.3% 36.9% 374836 24882 2.06 (1.97, 2.14) 

SteemIt 26.5% 11.6% 130540 24169.8 3.60 (3.39, 3.82) 

post 33.4% 16.7% 180488 23276.9 2.71 (2.55, 2.89) 

so 52.1% 33.0% 335128 20689.5 1.88 (1.80, 1.96) 

me 46.6% 28.3% 290973 20298.1 2.33 (2.22, 2.44) 

on 70.3% 51.0% 502167 19617.2 1.64 (1.58, 1.71) 

you 71.0% 51.9% 510348 19257.6 1.65 (1.59, 1.72) 

some 44.1% 26.6% 273369 19234.6 1.91 (1.82, 2.01) 

if 51.9% 33.4% 338133 19214.1 1.65 (1.57, 1.73) 

like 49.1% 31.0% 315549 19065.8 1.94 (1.85, 2.03) 

with 68.5% 49.5% 488139 18788.2 1.69 (1.62, 1.74) 

but 55.0% 36.5% 366805 18609.9 1.80 (1.72, 1.88) 

for 76.2% 57.8% 563739 18515 1.62 (1.56, 1.69) 

about 46.2% 28.8% 294056 18297.2 2.05 (1.95, 2.14) 

out 42.6% 25.7% 264189 18231.9 1.81 (1.72, 1.90) 

have 59.9% 41.4% 411803 18136.9 1.75 (1.68, 1.82) 

this 73.6% 55.3% 540426 17918.1 1.62 (1.56, 1.68) 

all 53.0% 35.0% 352019 17908.9 1.79 (1.71, 1.87) 

be 60.2% 41.9% 416275 17736.3 1.70 (1.63, 1.77) 

 
The terms associating with low value subsequent English posts tend to be automated or 
semi-automated repeated posts for financial or currency trading news, competitions or 
scams (Table 4). 
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Table 4. The 20 words that tend to occur most in subsequent English posts accruing under 
10 cents compared to their frequency in posts earning 10+ cents, as judged by the chi 
square statistic. 

Word 
0-9 
cents 

10+ 
cents Posts 

Chi 
square 

Comment and average 
cent value (95% CI) 

SegWit2x 0.2% 0.0% 1351 203.6 
Bitcoin change proposal 0.15 (0.10, 
0.21) 

@bguerrero1986 0.1% 0.0% 1060 196.5 Automated Bitcoin news 

Aceh 1.2% 0.8% 10509 161.3 
Indonesian news and info. 1.00 (0.93, 
1.07) 

colorchallenge 0.2% 0.0% 1450 139.3 Competition entries 0.40 (0.30, 0.50) 

June 2.2% 1.8% 20041 138.3 
Cryptocurrency news in June 1.61 (1.53, 
1.70) 

fasl 0.1% 0.0% 651 126.5 
Fully Automated Steem Lottery 0.03 
(0.00, 0.05) 

@kalemandra 0.2% 0.1% 2067 126.3 
Colourchallenge competition entries 
0.58 (0.47, 0.69) 

adress [sic] 0.1% 0.0% 1111 111.3 
Motorbike video channel repeated posts 
0.40 (0.29, 0.52) 

@murh 0.1% 0.0% 674 106.6 
Fully Automated Steem Lottery 0.14 
(0.08, 0.21) 

xrp 0.2% 0.1% 1772 103.2 Cryptocurrency news 0.64 (0.52, 0.77) 

segwit 0.4% 0.2% 3508 100.8 
Bitcoin change proposal 0.88 (0.77, 
1.00) 

amid 0.3% 0.1% 2290 97.9 Financial news 0.78 (0.65, 0.91) 

Indonesia 0.8% 0.5% 6771 95.7 
Indonesian news and info. 1.17 (1.07, 
1.28) 

@fasl 0.1% 0.0% 481 87 
Fully Automated Steem Lottery 0.08 
(0.01, 0.15) 

@gauravchugh 0.1% 0.0% 428 83.1 Short image posts 0.04 (0.02, 0.11) 

BitConnect 0.2% 0.1% 1260 80.3 
Currency exchange news 0.53 (0.41, 
0.66) 

ini 0.2% 0.1% 1795 79.1 
Indonesian/English bilingual posts 0.75 
(0.61, 0.90) 

JVZoo 0.1% 0.0% 408 76.6 Scam messages 0.04 (0.00, 0.09) 

#colorchallenge 0.1% 0.0% 964 76.6 Competition entries 0.40 (0.28, 0.52) 

u 0.8% 0.6% 7001 74 Informal language 1.35 (1.23, 1.47) 

BIP 0.1% 0.0% 1074 73.9 
Bitcoin Improvement Proposals 0.60 
(0.45, 0.78) 

Discussion and limitations 
The quantitative approach used here is a limitation because it does not consider the 
influences or context of each post, such as whether the poster was bringing a pre-existing 
audience with them, whether the content of the post was novel, and whether it was well 
written. The analysis implicitly assumes that all posts were genuine attempts to create 
useful content and so it is reasonable to assess their value, although some posts may have 
been tests and others may have been automatically generated. 
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 The relatively low average rewards of first (1.22 cents) and subsequent (2.01 cents) 
posts in English suggests that this financial incentive is too low to be a motivating factor for 
typical users, unless they can produce non-trivial posts rapidly enough for their goals. 
Nevertheless, some posts reap substantial rewards and so there may still be a lottery-like 
incentive for people that hope to get a jackpot with some posts. Moreover, since many 
people use sites like Reddit without pay, the low reward is not necessarily a disincentive but 
may instead be an extra to an activity that the user enjoys or is prepared to engage in 
without financial reward. Since the likelihood of getting upvotes for a post probably 
increases with the number of followers in SteemIt, users may also enjoy the challenge (like 
game playing: [73]) of increasing their follower count with the prospect of increasing their 
future rewards. 

The relative success of personal introductions for SteemIt first posts suggests that 
SteemIt members widely recognised the importance of social capital [74]. This makes 
sense because reciprocal behaviour is mutually and immediately financially beneficial on 
SteemIt, albeit for very small amounts of money. Thus, at least when joining SteemIt, social 
capital (in the form of networking) rather than content creation is the driving factor. This 
conclusion is supported by the importance of the affective dimension of posts, with positive 
sentiment associating most strongly with increased financial reward. This fits with previous 
research about the importance of interactions in Digg [50] and perhaps Reddit (for politics: 
[46]). 

The continued importance of the personal dimension and the SteemIt platform for 
subsequent English posts (Table 3 and the sentiment results) suggests that social capital is 
more important than content for subsequent posts. This is more worrying given that the 
rationale for the payment for upvotes is that it is to reward users for creating content. Thus, 
it seems possible that users overall are more focused on social capital than content, even 
after their initial introductory posts. Nevertheless, browsing the site shows that many users 
create interesting and innovative unique content, such as themed sets of pictures, that 
attracts upvotes worth a few dollars. It is not clear from the quantitative approach here 
whether users typically combine quality content with social capital elements, such as explicit 
requests for upvotes, or personal information about the content (e.g., that it is a hobby) or 
the provenance of the content (e.g., “a photo I took today”). 

Despite the importance of SteemIt for higher value posts, topics related to finance 
and cryptocurrency were found in lower value posts (Tables 2, 4). This suggests that 
members are not strongly interested by immediate financial gain or that there is too much 
of this content on SteemIt for the members, or that a high proportion of the content is low 
quality. It is possible that the few members that have made a substantial amount of money 
from the system may be more interested in these post topics. 

Conclusions 
The focus on personal aspects and the SteemIt site in the more successful posts suggest that 
the SteemIt model has led to a focus on social capital in the form of network building for 
new and, to a lesser extent, continuing users. This seems to be more important than content 
creation, which may be a long-term problem for the site unless it can generate enough 
useful content to sustain its original pay-for-content model. This issue is exacerbated by the 
very low typical value of individual posts. Content generation may still occur either because 
users do not care about financial incentives (as for Reddit) or because they are prepared to 
make a long-term investment in the site in the hope of eventual financial or other rewards. 
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Thus, whilst there is insufficient evidence to conclude that SteemIt is successfully 
encouraging users to generate useful content, this may change in the future. 
 From a wider perspective, if the SteemIt model works then it may be followed by 
other sites introducing similar micropayment mechanisms. The extent to which it can be 
imitated may also depend on the demand for cryptocurrency or the success of advertising, 
since the site’s model relies on increasing demand from investors or sufficient advertising 
revenue. Whilst the investment only approach has been successful so far for BitCoin, each 
new cryptocurrency increases the supply and there will presumably be a point at which the 
market for cryptocurrencies is saturated and new coins are not needed and so advertising 
money seems to be the only long-term solution. 
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